PLANT MANUFACTURING GRAIN EQUIPMENT
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Flat-bottom silos

Silo speciﬁcations:
1. Silo roof;
2. Roof access door;
3. Ladder from roof access door to the roof top;
4. Silo walls;
5. Access door for maintenance on silo wall;
6. Service platform located under the access door on silo wall;
7. Outside ladder from the ground to the maintenance door.

Options:

Discharge system:

8. Sweep auger;
9. Central and additional discharge sections;
10. Discharge conveying equipment.

Ventilation system:
11. Fans;
12. Venting channels;
13. Roof air ducts;
14. Roof fan.

Additional silo metal structures (not shown in figure):
19. Feed conveyor galleries (1,400 mm; 2,100 mm; 2,400 mm) in open and
closed versions;
20. Gallery supports on silo walls;
21. Gallery supports to the ground in the form of columns (1,600*1,600 mm);
22. Supports on silo tip;
23. Ladder on the silo wall from the access door platform to the roof;
24. Additional access door with a service platform;
25. Silo’s delicate feeding system;
26. Lateral gravity flow discharge system

Temperature and level control system:

15. Multipoint temperature transmitters with sensors and roof supports;
16. Equipment for receiving data from temperature control system;
17. Upper level sensor with bracket;
18. Lower level sensor with bracket.
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Roofs

Silos with diameter exceeded 11,450 mm are
complete with a rafter system, made of galvanized highstrength sigma profiles up to 4 mm thick.

Roof sheets are made with stiffeners along the whole
length and reliable sealed assembly joints.

Walls and vertical reinforcing elements

Walls and vertical reinforcing elements are made of high-tensile steel grades
with use of modern metal processing technology, on completely automated
machines by means of forced fullering and roller milling. It reduces the risk of
fractures and provides precision of technological openings (error should be no
more than 0.003 mm).
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Silo roof ventilation

Deflectors, designed by the Central
Institute of Aerohydrodynamics, are
used for standard silo ventilation system.
Its operation is based on use of lower
pressure,generated by wind.

Turbo-deflectors are optionally installed on the silo roof.
Being natural ventilation elements, they enhance ventilation efficiency by 4 times.
Active deflector head rotates under the wind action, forming vacuum in the venting
channel, to increase draft

Active ventilation system

Silos are supplied with an active ventilation system,
including (in its standard version):
- roof air ducts in the form of deflectors;
- perforated panels in a enough quantity to ensure
quality product aeration during long-term storage;
- fans for air injection.
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100% ventilation

The «ROMAX» plant (optionally) supplies flat-bottom
silos with ventilation, covering 100% of the floor area.
The panel perforation ensures passage of air flows
without blocking by the product of storing.
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Temperature control system

Temperature control system includes:
- fasteners;
- from 3 to 19 multipoint temperature transmitters;
- suspended to the roof;
- multipoint temperature transmitters with sensors.
The sensor reading may be visually controlled by portable reading or reading of information, sent to the PC in the op
erator complex.

Galleries and supports

To perform feed of silos in industrial scale, conveying systems are
used, being located on galleries with support structures.
Depending on the feed technology, various versions of galleries can
be offered 1,400 mm, 2100 mm, 2400 mm wide for arrangement of one,
two or even three conveyors on them.
Barriers for wind protection and atmosphere precipitation, made of
shaped sheet steel or polycarbonate may be used for open type belt
conveyors.
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Silo feed and discharge system
Industrial solution

Silos are fed by means of conveyors, located on
galleries.
Feed intensity can reach 1,000 t/h.

Discharge from silos is performed by means of sweep
augers, feeding grain onto conveyors (chain, drag or belt),
located in lower galleries under silos.
Chain conveyors can be arranged in unserviceable
channels.

Silo feed and discharge system
Lowest cost solution

Silos are fed by means of bucket elevator by gravity.
This solution is used at enterprises with small volume
of product.
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Discharge from silos is performed by means of
discharge conveyors (chain, drag, belt, screw), located in
lower galleries under silos.
After discharge silos are cleaned using a sweep auger
that feeds grain onto discharge conveyor, covering the
whole silo.
The silo can be equipped with a special device for its
discharge by gravity on motor transport.
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Large cone-type silos

The «ROMAX» plant designed a wide range of silo
models with cone-type bottom of 45О and 60О.
They are used as containers for operational
accumulation and long-term product storage.
Cone-type, large-size silos are equipped with a robust,
steel galvanized support structure, allowing to endure up
to 2000 tons of product.
These models can also be used for hard-running
products and equipped with special systems of forced
discharge (multi-augers, vibration bottoms, pneumatic
vibration).
Silos are optionally equipped with a ventilation system
and temperature control system.

Small cone-type silos

Our company manufactures cone-type, small-size silos.
Such containers are used for operational and longterm
product storage.
They are also used at grain processing plants, mills,
feed mill and oil mill plants.
They are optionally equipped with a ventilation system
and temperature control system.
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Shipping cone silos

Shipping silos are used for product accumulation
(grain, plant raw material processing products, plant raw
material processing waste, aspiration waste, etc.) with
further loading on motor and railway transport by gravity.
The containers may be of any volume, from 20 tons to
1000 tons, with various angles of the cone-type bottom.
Shipping silos are installed on robust steel structures to
provide passage of vehicles under them.
The metal structures are made with consideration of fire
safety (complete with stairways, service platforms, etc.).
Shipping silos can be optionally equipped with additional
units and auxiliary devices to fill railway carriages and motor
transport (telescopic loading, screw multi-con-veyors,
vibration systems).

Cone bottom
o

45

o

60

o
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The cone-type bottom is used for loose products – 450, and for raw and hard-running materials – 600, 660.
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Storage containers
«ROMAX» manufactures storage containers of various
shapes for industrial use. They are the main structures for
storage of grain and fodder stock at livestock breeding
complexes.
We offer storage containers with product discharge
into fodder distributors (or supply to complexes) with
weight control devices.
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Reference
Tyumen Region ZAO
«Agroindustrial Holding
«Yubileiny»

The Amur Region OAO «AgroSoyuz Dalniy Vostok»

Tyumen Region OOO
«SOGLASIYE»

Tambov Region OOO «Kristall»

Oryol Region ZAO
AGROINDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
«ORLOVSKAYA NIVA»

Tyumen Region ZAO
«Agroindustrial Holding
«Yubileiny»

Volgograd Region OOO
«Bolshoy Morets»

Oryol Region OAO
«ORYOLRASTMASLO»

Lipetsk Region OAO «Imeni
Lermontova»

Tambov Region OAO «Zavod
Pivovarenny «Morshansky
(brewing plant)»

Lipetsk Region OOO
«ZENKINO»

Stavropol Territory OAO «AgroMaks»

Tyumen Region OOO
«Agrofirma «Kolos»

Tambov Region OOO
«Uvarovsky Elevator»

Republic of Adygea OOO
«MAMRUKO»

Belgorod Region OAO
«SAMARINSKOYE»

Voronezh Region OOO «KORM
TSENTR»

Vladimir Region ZAO «Imeni
LENINA»

Bryansk Region FARM
ENTERPRISE «PLATON»

Voronezh Region OOO
«INEKO»

Tyumen Region OOO
«OPENOVSKOYE»

Tyumen Region APC
«YEMURTLINSKY»

Voronezh Region OOO
«PridonKhimStroiIzvest»

Voronezh Region OOO
«OLSAM»

Oryol Region OOO «Tsentralnaya
Krupyanaya Kompaniya»

Tyumen Region OOO «RIFAGRO»

Irkutsk Region OOO «Usolsky
Svinokompeks (pig-breeding
complex)»

Krasnodar Territory OOO «YUG
KLASSIK»

Republic of Adygea OOO
«Yug-Agro-Biznes»

Ryazan Region OOO «Novye
Traditsii»

Rostov Region OOO
«Agrocomplex Razvilnoye»

Irkutsk Region Agricultural Artel
OAO «Belorechenskoye»
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Flat-bottom silos
model

model
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Flat-bottom silos
model

model

The manufacturer reserves the right to introduce changes for equipment improvement.
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Flat-bottom silos
model

model

model
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Farming silos with cone-type bottom
model

The range of small-size silos,
specially designed for storage of
poultry feed, cattle and pigs at farm
enterprises.
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Small-size silos with cone-type bottom
model

model

*Feed and discharge intensity of these silos shall not exceed 50 t/h.
The manufacturer reserves the right to introduce changes for equipment improvement.
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large-size silos with cone-type bottom
model

model

model

The manufacturer reserves the right to introduce changes for equipment improvement
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Large-size silos with cone-type bottom
model

model

model

The manufacturer reserves the right to introduce changes for equipment improvement
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CONTACT US

PRODUCTION SITE

SALES OFFICE

Kalinina str., 70, Endovische, Semilukskiy
district, Voronezh region, Russia

20-letiya VLKSM str., 35, Voronezh

Tel./Fax:
+7 (47372) 27-997, 27-998
FOR CORRESPONDENCE:
20-letiya VLKSM str., 35, suite 1, 394036 Voronezh Russia

Russia
Tel.:
+7 (473) 210-66-84
Fax:
+7 (473) 253-03-07
info.international@zrmx.ru
www.zavodromax.com
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